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Highlights

• The Assumed Natural Strain method for Isogeometric Analysis is proposed.
• The formulation proves effective in alleviating locking in shell structures.
• The extension to nonlinear problems is straightforward and detailed in the paper.

Abstract

In this work, a recently proposed quadratic NURBS-based solid-shell element based on the Assumed Natural Strain (ANS)
method is applied in the analysis of shell-like structures in the geometrical nonlinear regime, together with small strain plasticity.
The proposed formulation is based on the additive split of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, leading to a straightforward implemen-
tation of the nonlinear kinematics and to the introduction of a corotational coordinate system, used to integrate the constitutive law,
ensuring incremental objectivity. Since the proposed approach is based on Updated Lagrangian formulation combined with a coro-
tational coordinate system, the extension of the ANS methodology is straightforward. Well-known benchmark tests are employed
to assess the performance of the proposed formulation and to establish a detailed comparison with the formulations available in
the literature. The results indicate that the proposed solid-shell approach based on the NURBS ANS methodology presents good
predictability characteristics in the analysis of elasto-plastic thin-shell structures subjected to large deformations.
c⃝ 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The analysis of shell-like structures in the geometric and material nonlinear regime still represents a challenge in
the field of computational mechanics. The development of reliable and computationally effective element formulations
for this kind of applications is, therefore, an important research topic.
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In the context of Finite Element Analysis, the use of primal formulations based on linear Lagrangian elements
to solve this kind of problems was the subject of a significant research effort. However, when modelling thin struc-
tures with solid elements, the solution can often be polluted by the so-called locking phenomena, leading to poor
performances. In order to circumvent these difficulties, the so called solid-shell class of elements was proposed as an
attempt to combine the advantages of both solid and shell elements and received a great amount of attention in the last
years [1–5].

When compared to shell elements, solid-shell formulations present a simpler structure since only displacement
degrees-of-freedom are employed. Consequently, they can automatically account for 3D constitutive relations and are
able to model through the thickness behaviours more accurately without the need to resort to plane-stress assumptions,
which often occurs in shell elements including rotation degrees-of-freedom. Solid-shell formulations also present
important advantages over shell elements when considering double-sided contact situations and the treatment of
large deformations is straightforward, since no rotation degrees-of-freedom are involved. In addition, and contrary
to classical solid elements, solid-shell formulations are suitable for the analysis of thin structures.

The Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) concept, introduced in the pioneering work of Hughes et al. [6], is a numerical
method in which the functions employed to define the Computer Aided Design (CAD) geometry of the problem
are also used to determine the unknown fields. Although the high regularity properties of the employed high order
functions lead in many cases to superior accuracy per degree of freedom with respect to standard FEM [7–9], this
methodology may still be affected by locking pathologies.

One of the first contributions in dealing with locking in the context of IGA can be seen in the work of Elguedj
et al. [10] where B̄ and F̄ projection methods were employed to avoid volumetric locking in high-order solid NURBS
elements. Taylor [11] tackled volumetric locking by means of a formulation based on a three-field variational structure,
while Cardoso and César de Sá [12] employed the Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS) method, to the expenses of
introducing additional variables into an IGA linear formulation.

In the context of shear locking, significant contributions can be found for Timoshenko beams [13–15], planar
curved beams [16] and spatial rods [17]. The methodology presented in [16] was then extended to 2D solid elements
for modelling both thick and thin curved beams. More recently, Bouclier and co-workers [18] proposed two solid-shell
NURBS elements. The first uses a B̄-formulation, leading to a high quality element but with a fully populated global
stiffness matrix. To overcome this drawback, the authors proposed an alternative local least-squares type of procedure
to create a locally projected B̄.

Significant research effort has also been employed in the development of locking-free plate/shell formulations.
Echter and co-workers [19] have proposed a hierarchic family of isogeometric shell formulations free from transverse
shear and curvature thickness locking. Membrane locking is alleviated by means of the Discrete Shear Gap (DSG)
method or, alternatively, a hybrid-mixed formulation based on a two-field Hellinger–Reissner variational principle.
Thai et al. [20] implemented a stabilization technique that consists in modifying the shear terms of the constitutive
matrix to effectively tackle the shear locking pathology. Kiendl et al. [21] developed an isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love
shell element which relies on displacement degrees-of-freedom only and, due to the Kirchhoff kinematics, shear
locking is precluded ab initio. Benson and co-workers [22] proposed a quadratic rotation-free isogeometric shell
formulation employing a reduced integration scheme. In a later work, Benson et al. [23] also proposed a computation-
ally efficient isogeometric quadratic blended shell formulation employing uniformly reduced integration.

The aim of the current work is to revise and extend the Assumed Natural Strain (ANS) method, presented by
Caseiro et al. [24] in the context of IGA in a linear elastic framework, to the analysis of shell like structures in
nonlinear regimes. The main advantages of this NURBS-based ANS approach in nonlinear problems (compared to
Enhanced Assumed Strain and least-squares projection methods) rely on the simplicity of the formulation and the ease
of implementation in both in-house and commercial FE codes.

In the context of IGA it is well known that the linear NURBS-based formulation yields exactly the results of
standard Lagrangian-based formulations. Consequently, the lowest order formulation that can take advantage of the
NURBS basis functions is the quadratic element. In addition, since it is possible to use quadratic NURBS-based el-
ements to represent most of the usual shapes studied [7,18,25], it seems to be of great importance to invest research
efforts to improve the performance of such formulations. This fact was in the essence and motivation to the develop-
ment of a quadratic NURBS-based solid-shell element relying on the concept of Assumed Natural Strains.

The present work is structured as follows. In Section 2 the main principles behind the concept of Isogeometric
Analysis are presented. In Section 3 the main concepts for the nonlinear analysis of shell like structures are introduced,
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followed by the extension of the proposed ANS formulation to the nonlinear regime in Section 4. The performance
of the proposed formulation and comparison with existing methodologies is performed in Section 5 and the main
conclusions of this work are outlined in Section 6.

2. NURBS for isogeometric analysis

In this section a brief overview of B-Splines and Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) in the context of
Isogeometric Analysis is given. A more detailed description can be found in the textbooks [25,26,7] and references
therein.

A tensor product B-Spline volume can be represented as

V (ξ, η, ζ ) =

n
i=1

m
j=1

l
k=1

Ni,p (ξ) M j,q (η) Lk,r (ζ ) Bi, j,k, (1)

where Bi, j,k , are the control points and Ni,p, M j,q and Lk,r are piecewise polynomial functions, known as B-Splines
basis functions of order p, q and r , respectively.

Let Ξ =

ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn+p+1


be a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers, known as a knot vector, where ξi is

the i th knot. Using the Cox–de Boor recursion formula, the i th B-Spline basis function can be defined as

Ni,0(ξ) =


1 if ξi ≤ ξ < ξi+1
0 otherwise,

(2)

for polynomial order zero, and

Ni,p(ξ) =
ξ − ξi

ξi+p − ξi
Ni,p−1(ξ) +

ξi+p+1 − ξ

ξi+p+1 − ξi+1
Ni+1,p−1(ξ), (3)

otherwise (i.e. for p ≥ 1). The convention 0
0 = 0 is adopted herein [25]. A similar procedure is adopted for determin-

ing M j,q and Lk,r using the knot vectors H =

η1, η2, . . . , ηm+q+1


and Z =


ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζk+r+1


, respectively.

A generic Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) volume can be defined as

V (ξ) =

n
i=1

R p,q,r
i, j,k (ξ, η, ζ ) Bi, j,k, (4)

where R p,q,r
i, j,k (ξ, η, ζ ) are the rational basis functions defined as

R p,q,r
i, j,k (ξ, η, ζ ) =

Ni,p (ξ) M j,q (ξ) Lk,r (ξ) wi, j,k

n̂
i=1

m̂
j=1

l̂
k=1

Nî,p (ξ) M ĵ,q (η) Mk̂,r (ζ ) wî, ĵ,k̂

, (5)

where wi, j,k are the weights associated with each control point.

3. Nonlinear mechanics and implementation details

In order to have a straightforward extension of the ANS methodology into the nonlinear range, an Updated
Lagrangian (UL) formulation is combined with a corotational approach, which will be described in the following.

In a nonlinear analysis employing the UL formulation, a given particle can be referred to different coordinate
systems. In the current work, four coordinate systems can be distinguished:

• a global system, defined by the coordinates


n x, n y, nz


and


n+1x, n+1 y, n+1z


in the reference (increment n) and
current (increment n + 1) configurations;

• a natural or parent system for integration purposes;
• a parametric system, employed in Isogeometric Analysis to define the parametric space of a NURBS patch, with

coordinates (ξ, η, ζ );
• a convective system, defined by the tangent vectors to parametric coordinates gi =

∂x
∂ξi

, where ξ1 = ξ , ξ2 = η and
ξ3 = ζ .
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems for the undeformed and deformed configurations.

An extra, corotational system can also be defined by means of vectors r1 and r2, as

r1 =
g1

|g1|
, r2 =

g2

|g2|
, (6)

which can then be used to compute r3 as

r3 = r1 × r2. (7)

This procedure can be followed to determine an initial local coordinate system in the undeformed configuration. A
schematic representation of the global, natural, convective and corotational coordinate systems can be seen in Fig. 1.

Considering an UL formulation in which the reference configuration is taken as the one at a converged increment
n, it is possible to define the incremental deformation gradient F between states n and n + 1 as

n+1
nF =

∂ n+1x
∂ nx

, (8)

as well as the incremental Green–Lagrange strain tensor as

n+1
nE =

1
2


n+1

nFT n+1
nF − I


, (9)

where I is the second-order identity tensor. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor S is the work conjugate of the
Green–Lagrange strain tensor and will be employed herein.1

3.1. Discretization and stress update procedure

In a discrete numerical model, the Green–Lagrange strain tensor can also be related to the control points’ degrees-
of-freedom, in the form

n+1
nE =

n+
1
2
nBc n+1

nd, (10)

where Bc is the standard compatible strain–displacement operator and d represents the displacement degrees-of-
freedom of the control points. The use of the so-called mid-point rule ensures that a second-order accuracy in the
stress update is achieved [28–30]. This rule is based on a mid-point configuration, that can be obtained simply by
dividing the incremental displacements by two. At this point, an extra advantage of the solid-shell elements over
shell elements, based on rotation degrees-of-freedom, can be pointed out. Since rotation degrees-of-freedom are non-
additive entities in a general nonlinear framework, the update procedures involved between two successive stages
(configurations) are not a trivial task.

1 When considering a corotational approach in which the strains remain small, it is possible to demonstrate that the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress
is approximately equal to the rotated Cauchy stress tensor [27].
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By applying the polar decomposition theorem [27] to Eq. (8), it is possible to obtain the incremental rotation tensor
n+1

nR which can be used to update the corotational coordinate system as

n+1r =
n+1

nR nr, (11)

in which r =

r1 r2 r3


. This approach allows for a simplified treatment of material and geometric nonlinearities

in solids subjected to large rotations and/or displacements [31–33], as in the case of shell structural applications.
The incremental Green–Lagrange strain tensor, originally formulated in the convective coordinate system must

then be transformed into the corotational frame, defined by the superscript ˆ(·), by means of

n+1
nÊ = T n+1

nE (12)

where the transformation matrix T takes the form

T =


A11 A11 A12 A12 A13 A13 A11 A12 A11 A13 A11 A23
A21 A21 A22 A22 A23 A13 A21 A22 A21 A23 A21 A23
A31 A31 A32 A32 A33 A33 A31 A32 A31 A33 A31 A33

2A11 A21 2A12 A22 2A12 A23 A11 A22 + A12 A21 A11 A23 + A21 A13 A12 A23 + A22 A13
2A11 A31 2A12 A32 2A13 A33 A11 A32 + A12 A31 A11 A33 + A31 A13 A12 A33 + A32 A13
2A21 A31 2A22 A32 2A23 A33 A21 A32 + A22 A31 A21 A33 + A31 A23 A22 A33 + A32 A23

 (13)

and whose components can be obtained by means of a chain rule, leading to matrix A as [31,33,34]

A = rTJ−1, (14)

in which J is the Jacobian matrix

J =



∂x

∂ξ

∂y

∂ξ

∂z

∂ξ

∂x

∂η

∂y

∂η

∂z

∂η

∂x

∂ζ

∂y

∂ζ

∂z

∂ζ

 . (15)

Related to the stress update procedure, the evolution of the stress field can be defined as

n+1
Ŝ =

n
Ŝ +

n+1
n Ŝ =

n
Ŝ + Ĉ

n+1
nÊ, (16)

where Ĉ is the elastic constitutive tensor. Since the stress update algorithm given in the previous equation is formally
identical to the one employed in the infinitesimal strain theory, a conventional backward-Euler procedure can be
promptly employed in the update of the stress tensor.

In the above, everything is cast for the elastic case but can be easily extended to small strains plasticity (still
accounting for large displacements and/or rotations) employing classical von Mises plasticity, whose implementation
details can be found, for instance, in classic textbooks [34,35]. Numerical examples including small strains plasticity
are presented in Section 5.

3.2. Principle of virtual work

In an UL formulation, the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW) at increment n + 1 can be expressed, using an indicial
tensorial form, as

n V

n+1Si jδ
n+1 Ei j d n V =

n+1W ext, (17)

where n+1W ext is the external virtual work. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress at increment n + 1 can be decomposed
as

n+1Si j =
n Si j +

n+1
n Si j . (18)
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Since in the UL formulation all quantities are referred to the configuration at increment n, it can be stated2 that
n Si j =

nσi j [34]. The previous equation can then be equivalently rewritten as

n+1Si j =
nσi j +

n+1
n Si j . (19)

In a similar fashion, the Green–Lagrange strain can also be decomposed as

n+1 Ei j =
n Ei j +

n+1
n Ei j , (20)

where for the UL formulation only the displacement increments between states n and n + 1 are considered.
Furthermore, the Green–Lagrange strain increment can be further decomposed into linear (e) and nonlinear (η)
components as

n+1
n Ei j =

n+1
nei j +

n+1
nηi j . (21)

By substituting Eqs. (19)–(21) into (17) and rearranging, the PVW becomes [34]
n V

n+1
n Si jδ

n+1
n Ei j d n V +


n V

nσi jδ
n+1

nηi j d n V =
n+1W ext

−


n V

nσi jδ
n+1

nei j d n V (22)

where the integral on the right hand side of this equation refers to the internal virtual work corresponding to the stress
at increment n.

3.2.1. Finite element linearization
In order to obtain a Finite Element solution, the Principle of Virtual Work (22) must be linearized. To this end, the

term n+1
n Si j can be written as [34]

n+1
n Si j =

∂ n+1
n Si j

∂ n+1
n Ers

n+1
n Ers, (23)

and neglecting higher order terms. Furthermore, by also neglecting the nonlinear terms in the Green–Lagrange strain
n+1

n Ei j , Eq. (23) can now be re-written as

n+1
n Si j =

∂ n+1
n Si j

∂ n+1
n Ers

n+1
ners =

n+1Ci jrs
n+1

ners, (24)

where n+1
nCi jrs is the constitutive tensor. As a result, Eq. (22) takes the form

n V

n+1
nCi jrs

n+1
nersδ

n+1
nei j d n V +


n V

nσi jδ
n+1

nηi j d n V =
n+1W ext

−


n V

nσi jδ
n+1

nei j d n V, (25)

which is the weak form for the development of the Finite Element model based on the UL formulation. When
discretized using the Finite Element method, Eq. (25) can then be written asnKL +

nKNL

1u =

n+1G −
nf, (26)

in which

nKL =


n V

nBcT nC nBcd n V, (27)

nKNL =


n V

nBNL
T nS nBNLd n V, (28)

2 The relation between the second Piola–Kirchhoff and the Cauchy stress tensors is given as S = JF−1σF−T where J is the determinant of the
deformation gradient. In a UL formulation all quantities are referred to the configuration at increment n and, therefore, the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress at increment n related to configuration n can be written explicitly as nS =

nS|n =
n
n J

n
nF−1 nσ |n

n
nF−T

= I−1 nσ |nI−T
=

nσ |n =
nσ .
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and

nf =


n V

nBcT n
S̄d n V (29)

in which KL and KNL are the linear and geometric nonlinear stiffness matrices, respectively, while G represents the
external forces and f the internal forces. The implementation of each operator present in the previous equations follows
the standard structure and can be found in [34].

4. The H2ANS solid-shell formulation

The Assumed Natural Strain (ANS) approach was introduced in [36,37] in the context of plate elements for linear
analysis. Later, Dvorkin and Bathe [38] proposed a general 4-node shell element, leading to the well known MITC4
element where the transverse shear strain components are interpolated in a non-conventional way in order to alleviate
shear locking. The methodology was later extended to quadratic 8-node shell elements [39] and cubic 16-node shell
element [40], successfully alleviating membrane locking. In the years that followed, the ANS methodology was
applied in order to alleviate shear, membrane and thickness locking in different Lagrangian-based formulations, for
example [1,5,41–43], to name only a few.

The extension of the ANS method to Isogeometric Analysis was carried out by the authors in [24], leading to a
solid-shell formulation able to successfully alleviate locking pathologies in the analysis of shell-like structures.

In the following, a detailed description of the ANS method, with special focus on its implementation aspects is
given. The integration of the ANS methodology into an UL/corotational framework is straightforward and is also
covered in this section.

The strain field at each integration point, in the covariant frame, can be expressed using the chain rule as

εc
i j (ξ, η, ζ ) =

1
2


∂u
∂ξi

g j +
∂u
∂ξ j

gi


, (30)

where ξ1 = ξ , ξ2 = η and ξ3 = ζ and the covariant base vectors are given as gi =
∂x
∂ξi

. Eq. (30) can be also expressed
in matrix form as

εc (ξ, η, ζ ) = Bc (ξ, η, ζ ) d, (31)

in which Bc (ξ, η, ζ ) is the standard compatible strain–displacement matrix in the covariant frame computed at each
integration point, while d corresponds to the vector of displacement degrees-of-freedom at the control points (control
variables), in the framework of IGA.

The main idea behind the Assumed Natural Strain (ANS) method consists in selecting a set of tying (calculation)
points that will replace the standard integration points for the calculation of some strain components, this procedure
then leading to assumed covariant strain components.

The current description is focused on a quadratic Isogeometric formulation, based on which a four element patch
is represented in Fig. 2. In this figure, both Gauss integration points (circles) as well as tying points (triangles) for
the mixed interpolation of εξξ and εξζ strain components are shown. Interpolation schemes for the remaining strain
components are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 2 it is possible to distinguish between the global and local spaces. The global
space corresponds to the standard NURBS basis functions for the patch, while the local space is defined for each
single element. The local space is defined by means of two local knot vectors. These new knot vectors are open and
contain only one non-zero knot span.

Following the tying point sets defined in Fig. 3, the assumed strain field can then be expressed in Voigt notation,
for each strain component, as

εANS
i (ξ, η, ζ ) =

ni
t

j=1

N j ε̄
c
i


ξ̂ j , η̂ j , ζ


, (32)

where ni
t is the number of tying points associated with the i th strain component and N j is the j th component of the

vector N which arises from the tensor product of the local basis functions calculated at each conventional integration
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Fig. 2. Global and local spaces for the quadratic NURBS element (interpolation for εξξ and εξζ , only).

Fig. 3. Representation of the tying points for the integration of εξξ and εξζ (left), εηη and εηζ (centre) and εξη (right).

point. In the previous equation, ε̄i
c

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


are the coefficients of the local space which interpolate the compatible

strains at the tying points with coordinates

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


. Using the notation presented in Fig. 2, the vector N can be

expressed as

N =

N̄ k

3,2 M̄k
2,1 N̄ k

2,2 M̄k
2,1 N̄ k

1,2 M̄k
2,1 N̄ k

3,2 M̄k
1,1 N̄ k

2,2 M̄k
1,1 N̄ k

1,2 M̄k
1,1

T
, (33)

where N̄ k
i,2 and M̄k

j,1 are the local univariate NURBS basis functions calculated at the current integration point k.

It is then possible to project the local compatible strain ε̄c

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


onto the global space, leading now to a global

compatible strain εc

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


, by performing the following operation

εc

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


= M ε̄c


ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


, (34)

where M, with number of rows and columns equal to the number of tying points, is obtained from the tensor product
of the local basis function calculated at each tying point. As an example, this matrix can be computed for the tying
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point set given in Fig. 2 as

M =



N̄ 1
3,2 M̄1

2,1 N̄ 1
2,2 M̄1

2,1 N̄ 1
1,2 M̄1

2,1 N̄ 1
3,2 M̄1

1,1 N̄ 1
2,2 M̄1

1,1 N̄ 1
1,2 M̄1

1,1

N̄ 2
3,2 M̄2

2,1 N̄ 2
2,2 M̄2

2,1 N̄ 2
1,2 M̄2

2,1 N̄ 2
3,2 M̄2

1,1 N̄ 2
2,2 M̄2

1,1 N̄ 2
1,2 M̄2

1,1

N̄ 3
3,2 M̄3

2,1 N̄ 3
2,2 M̄3

2,1 N̄ 3
1,2 M̄3

2,1 N̄ 3
3,2 M̄3

1,1 N̄ 3
2,2 M̄3

1,1 N̄ 3
1,2 M̄3

1,1

N̄ 4
3,2 M̄4

2,1 N̄ 4
2,2 M̄4

2,1 N̄ 4
1,2 M̄4

2,1 N̄ 4
3,2 M̄4

1,1 N̄ 4
2,2 M̄4

1,1 N̄ 4
1,2 M̄4

1,1

N̄ 5
3,2 M̄5

2,1 N̄ 5
2,2 M̄5

2,1 N̄ 5
1,2 M̄5

2,1 N̄ 5
3,2 M̄5

1,1 N̄ 5
2,2 M̄5

1,1 N̄ 5
1,2 M̄5

1,1

N̄ 6
3,2 M̄6

2,1 N̄ 6
2,2 M̄6

2,1 N̄ 6
1,2 M̄6

2,1 N̄ 6
3,2 M̄6

1,1 N̄ 6
2,2 M̄6

1,1 N̄ 6
1,2 M̄6

1,1


, (35)

where N̄ t
i,p and M̄ t

j,q are the local univariate NURBS basis functions calculated at the tying point t . Matrix M in the
last equation is computed using the local basis functions at the tying point coordinates, which are the same for each
element of the patch. Consequently, this matrix needs only to be computed once for each set of tying points at the
beginning of the analysis, leading to low computational costs.

Combining Eqs. (32) and (34) leads to the final form of the Assumed Natural Strain as

εANS
i (ξ, η, ζ ) =

ni
t

j=1

L jε
c
i


ξ̂ j , η̂ j , ζ


, (36)

where L j is the j th component of the vector L = NT M−1. For the numerical implementation within the Isogeometric
Analysis framework, the previous equation can be written in terms of strain–displacement operators as

BANS
i (ξ, η, ζ ) =

ni
t

j=1

L j Bc
i


ξ̂ j , η̂ j , ζ


, (37)

where Bi corresponds to the i th line of the B matrix. The numerical implementation of the ANS procedure
implies replacing the lines of the compatible strain–displacement operator by the ones coming from the ANS
strain–displacement operator, (that is, selected strain components) computed in the tying points. Note that, in
accordance with the tying point sets given in Fig. 3, the third line of the strain–displacement operator, corresponding
to the εζ ζ strain component, remains unchanged, i.e., is the same as in the compatible strain–displacement matrix.

Although the NURBS-based finite element formulation developed is, in essence, three-dimensional, the
interpolation based on the tying points implicitly assumes the existence of an a-priori defined thickness (ζ ) direction,
therefore leading to the so-called solid-shell concept.

Since an UL formulation combined with a corotational approach is being considered, the extension of the
ANS methodology to the nonlinear regime is straightforward. Once the ANS strain–displacement operator BANS

is computed it will replace the standard strain–displacement operator in the computation of both the strain field
(following Eq. (10)) and of the tangential stiffness matrix KL. The contribution of the geometric nonlinearities to
the stiffness of the element (the KNL matrix given in Eq. (28)) remains unchanged, once again due to the fact that a
corotational approach is being employed. Accordingly, the ANS counterpart of Eq. (26) reads:

n
KANS

L +
nKNL


1u =

n+1G −
n
fANS, (38)

where

n
KANS

L =


n V


n
BANS

T
nC

n
BANSd n V, (39)

and

n
fANS

=


n V


n
BANS

T n
S̄d n V . (40)

If, alternatively, a Total Lagrangian (TL) formulation is considered, an Assumed Natural Strain counterpart of the
KNL matrix must be derived. This alternative formulation is not the focus of the current work, but the interested reader
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Fig. 4. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam: schematic representation.

is referred to [40] for an implementation of the ANS methodology in a TL formulation within the context of Finite
Element Analysis. The straightforward extension to nonlinear analyses is one of the advantages of the proposed ANS
IGA methodology.

Detailed algorithms describing the implementation of the ANS methodology for NURBS-based Finite Elements
and its integration in a UL/corotational framework is given in the Appendix.

The present study is devoted to the implementation of a quadratic NURBS-based solid-shell element for nonlinear
application relying on the concept of Assumed Natural Strain, and defined as H2ANS from hereafter. The proposed
ANS methodology presents some advantages when compared with formulations based on the Enhanced Assumed
Strain method, since the latter requires the use of additional variables to enhance the strain field, leading to a more
complex implementation. In addition, since a full integration scheme is considered in the present methodology,
possible numerical instabilities resulting from the use of reduced integration schemes are avoided.

5. Numerical examples

In the current section, a set of well-known numerical benchmarks will be employed to assess the performance of
the proposed H2ANS formulations in the nonlinear regime. In order to better evaluate the element performance, the
results obtained in each benchmark are compared with results coming from the literature. All the simulations were
performed with the commercial finite element code Abaqus [44] by means of User ELement (UEL) subroutines. The
implementation within the commercial finite element code presents significant advantages, such as the possibility of
using more advanced solution techniques, (as the Riks method) when considering nonlinear analysis.

The procedure to implement a NURBS-based formulation in Abaqus is similar to the one followed in the case
of standard Lagrangian-based formulations. In the Abaqus input file, all the information about the control points
coordinates, elements connectivities and boundary conditions are defined. The UEXTERNALDB subroutine is used
in order to open and read external files and to import all the data relative to the numerical model which cannot be
added to the input file, such as the knot vectors. This subroutine is called at the beginning of the analysis, at the
beginning of each increment, at the end of each increment and finally at the end of the analysis. As an output of
the UEL subroutine, the user must define the elemental stiffness matrix and the contribution of the element to the
right-hand side vector (internal forces and residuals) of the equilibrium equation. A more detailed description of the
different user subroutines and respective implementation can be found in [44].

5.1. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam

In this example, the straight cantilever beam depicted in Fig. 4 is employed to assess the out-of-plane bending
behaviour of the formulations and has been analysed by a wide range of authors [3,45–50]. A geometrically nonlinear
regime combined with linear elastic material is considered. The elastic modulus is defined as E = 1 × 107 and the
Poisson’s coefficient as ν = 0.3.

If the first case the load is considered to be constant and with a total magnitude given as F = 40 × λ, where λ

is a load factor ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The load is applied in 10 equal steps and the solutions for the vertical tip
displacements are compared with theoretical values coming from the literature [51]. The length of the beam is taken
as L = 10.0, the width as w = 1.0 and thickness t = 0.1. In Figs. 5 and 6, the results obtained by the proposed
H2ANS and the standard quadratic NURBS-based solid element H2 are compared by means of a convergence study.
A single element is considered along the width and thickness directions. As can be seen, the H2ANS formulations
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Fig. 5. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam: load vs. displacement curves.

Fig. 6. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam: mesh convergence study.

is able to significantly improve the behaviour of the H2 element. For a mesh consisting of 16 elements, the H2ANS
element is able to obtain the reference solution.

In Fig. 7, the results obtained are now compared with Lagrangian-based formulations such as the 12-parameter
EAS solid-shell of Valente et al. [3], the reduced integration solid-shell with hourglass stabilization from Reese [49]
and the EAS/ANS-based reduced integration solid-shell with stabilization proposed by Schwarze and Reese [50].
The results demonstrate that the proposed H2ANS formulation for a given mesh density can be competitive when
compared to classic solid and solid-shell formulations available. However, it is important to take into account that the
results coming from the literature are, in some cases, referred to low-order elements which employ reduced integration
schemes, making them particularly efficient in terms of computational costs.
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Fig. 7. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam: comparison with available finite element formulations.

In the second part of the example, a 16 element mesh is considered and the thickness of the beam is gradually
reduced (the length and width of the beam remain unchanged), allowing to assess the performance of the formulation
in the alleviation of locking pathologies. In order to maintain the analytical reference solution for the vertical tip
displacement, the load is scaled as F = 40 000t3

× λ, following Ref. [47].
The results are presented in Fig. 8, where it can be seen that the H2ANS formulation is able to successfully alleviate

locking effects and to significantly improve the behaviour of the standard H2 solid element.

5.2. Cantilever ring plate

In this example, a cantilever ring plate is clamped in one end and subjected to a vertical line load on its free end,
as shown in Fig. 9. According to Basar et al. [52], this benchmark is very sensitive in the evaluation of models which
involve large rigid body rotations and displacements and has been studied in various works [32,53–57]. The geometry
of the model is characterized by an internal radius Ri = 6.0 and external radius Ro = 10.0 with a constant thickness
of t = 0.03. The distributed load has a nominal value of F = 100.0 × λ per unit length, where λ is a load factor. The
line load transforms the plane structure into a doubly curved one. The elastic constitutive parameters are the elastic
modulus E = 2.1 × 1010 and Poisson’s coefficient ν = 0.0.

In this example, two mesh densities are considered: a coarser mesh with 16 × 2 × 1 elements and a finer mesh with
32×4×1. In Fig. 10 the displacement in the out-of-plane direction of point B obtained for the H2 and H2ANS formu-
lations is plotted and compared with the result coming from the works of Simo and Rifai [58] (as reproduced in Basar
et al. [52]) and Valente [32], for a maximum load factor of λ = 2.0. This load factor is enough for comparison purposes
since it corresponds to the load zone where the shape variations are more drastic [59,52]. It can be seen that, for the
finer mesh, the proposed H2ANS formulation is able to obtain results that are in good accordance with the reference
solution. The H2 solid element is not able to correctly reproduce the behaviour of the model, leading to an underesti-
mation of the displacement field. In Fig. 11, the deformed mesh is depicted for a loading factor λ = 20.0, qualitatively
demonstrating the good performance of the element in the presence of large rigid body rotations and displacements.

5.3. Snap-through behaviour of a shallow roof structure

In this example, the snap-through and snapback load–displacement path of a cylindrical structure is analysed. This
is a standard benchmark problem used to assess the performance of shell and solid-shell formulations [3,32,33,50,
60–63]. A schematic representation of the structure can be seen in Fig. 12. Due to symmetry conditions, only a quar-
ter of the structure is modelled. Following Refs. [3,33], the geometry of the model is defined by the parameters
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Fig. 8. Large deflection of a straight cantilever beam: vertical tip displacement vs. slenderness.

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the cantilever ring plate benchmark.

Fig. 10. Cantilever ring plate: evolution of the displacement of point B until a maximum load factor λ = 2.0.
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Fig. 11. Cantilever ring plate: deformed mesh for a load factor λ = 20.0 (including control lattice).

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of the shallow roof structure.

L1 = 508.0, L2 = 507.15, radius R = 2540 and thickness t = 6.35. The material is defined by the elastic modu-
lus E = 3102.75 and Poisson’s coefficient ν = 0.3. The load applied at the centre of the structure (point A) has a
magnitude of F = 1000.0.

The load–displacement curves for points A and B are presented in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively, and are compared
with the shell formulation of Horrigmoe and Bergan [60] and the solid-shell formulation proposed by Schwarze and
Reese [50]. In the current example two mesh densities are considered: a coarse mesh composed of 2 × 2 × 1 elements
and a finer mesh with 5 × 5 × 1 elements. It can be seen that the H2ANS formulation is able to reproduce the
behaviour of the structure, even when considering the coarse mesh. These results are in good agreement with the
reference solutions, leading to a correct prediction of the snap-through and snapback behaviour of the structure. On
the other hand, the H2 presents a very stiff response when the coarse mesh is employed, resulting in an overestimation
of the critical load for which the snap-through behaviour of the structure occurs. This overestimation is alleviated
when a finer mesh is considered.

5.4. Elasto-plastic full hemispherical shell

In the last example, the full hemispherical shell of Fig. 15 is now analysed considering both geometric and material
nonlinearities. The geometry is defined by a radius R = 10.0 and thickness t = 0.5. Following Refs. [50,64,65], the
elastic material properties are defined by an elastic modulus E = 10.0, Poisson’s coefficient ν = 0.2, while the yield
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Fig. 13. Shallow roof structure: load vs. displacement curves for point A.

Fig. 14. Shallow roof structure: load vs. displacement curves for point B.

stress is described by means of the equivalent plastic strain εp as

σy

εp


= σ0 + Hεp (41)

in which the initial yield stress is σ0 = 0.2 and the linear isotropic hardening coefficient is given by H = 9.0. The
load magnitude is given as F = 0.04.

A comparison between the NURBS-based cubic solid element (H3) and the proposed H2ANS solid-shell
formulation is performed. The load–displacement curves for points A and B obtained by both formulations using
a 8 × 8 × 1 mesh are presented in Fig. 16, showing that both elements present a very similar performance. The
CPU times obtained by the formulations are depicted in Fig. 17, where the results from the quadratic NURBS-based
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Fig. 15. Full hemispherical shell problem: schematic representations of one quarter of the structure.

Fig. 16. Full hemispherical shell problem: comparison between the H3 and H2ANS elements.

elements are also presented for comparison purposes. The results are normalized using the CPU time obtained by
the H3 element with a 16 × 16 × 1 mesh. As can be seen, the H2ANS element presents a significantly lower CPU
time when compared with the cubic solid NURBS-based element, while maintaining a very similar prediction of the
load–displacement curves of the analysed points.

6. Conclusions

In the current work, the Assumed Natural Strain methodology, applied in the context of Isogeometric Analysis,
was applied in the analysis of elasto-plastic thin-shell structures, including geometrically nonlinear effects. Since
an Updated Lagrangian formulation is employed in conjunction with a corotational approach, the extension of the
ANS methodology to nonlinear analyses is straightforward. This is one of the major advantages of the proposed
methodology. The results demonstrate that the application of the ANS concept to a quadratic NURBS-based solid
element can lead to a solid-shell formulation with good predictability characteristics, significantly improving the
behaviour of its compatible counterpart. The results obtained by the H2ANS element were also compared with several
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Fig. 17. Full hemispherical shell problem: comparison of CPU time.

FEM Lagrangian-based formulations available in the literature. In terms of mesh densities, the results allow to infer
that the proposed methodology leads to a very competitive formulation. In addition, since a full integration scheme
consisting of (p + 1) × (q + 1) × (r + 1) integration points is employed, it is not necessary to develop stabilization
techniques which are frequently used to avoid numerical instabilities in reduced integration formulations in the context
of Lagrangian-based formulations. This methodology also presents advantages over EAS-based formulations since no
additional variables are added, making its implementation simpler.
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Appendix. Algorithms for the implementation of the Assumed Natural Strain methodology

See Boxes A.1 and A.2.

Box A.1: Algorithm for the computation of the Assumed Natural Strain–displacement operator.
1. Compute the strain–displacement operator in the covariant frame for the current integration point B (ξ, η, ζ )

2. DO tying point set cycle
(a) Compute N based on the local basis functions and the integration points coordinates (Equation (33))
(b) Compute M based on the local basis functions and the tying points coordinates (Equation (35))
(c) DO tying point cycle

i. Compute the strain–displacement operator in the tying points coordinates B

ξ̂ , η̂, ζ


ii. Compute the ANS strain–displacement operator BANS (ξ, η, ζ ) (Equation (37))

(d) END DO
(e) Replace the appropriate line of B (ξ, η, ζ ) by the ones from BANS (ξ, η, ζ )

3. END DO

Note: The operators N and M can be precomputed outside the element cycle for lower computational costs. In this
algorithm, they are included in order to more clearly present the developed approach.
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Box A.2: Algorithm for the Assumed Natural Strain method for NURBS-based formulations in the nonlinear regime
using an Updated Lagrangian formulation together with a corotational approach.

1. DO element cycle
(a) Initialize elemental stiffness matrix and internal force vector
(b) Recover the local axis nr from the last converged increment
(c) DO integration point cycle

i. Calculate the deformation gradient for the mid-point
n+

1
2
nF and end n+1

nF configurations

ii. Use the polar decomposition algorithm to obtain the rotation matrices
n+

1
2
nR and n+1

nR
iii. Update the corotational reference system as

n+
1
2 r =

n+
1
2
nRnr

n+1r =
n+1

nRnr

iv. Compute the compatible strain–displacement matrix in the covariant frame for both mid-point n+
1
2 B and

end n+1B configurations in the current integration point

v. Compute
n+

1
2 BANS and

n+1
BANS using the algorithm presented in Box A.1

vi. Use the natural-to-local transformation operator T (equations (13) and (14)) to obtain the strain–

displacement operators in the corotational coordinate system denoted as
n+

1
2 B̂ANS and

n+1
B̂ANS

vii. Compute the stress and strain fields using
n+

1
2 B̂ANS and the elastic/elasto-plastic constitutive tensor Ĉ

viii. Compute stiffness matrix K̂ (Equation (39)) and the internal forces f̂ (Equation (29)) using
n+1

B̂ANS

ix. Compute the geometric nonlinear stiffness matrix K̂NL (Equation (28)) and add this contribution to the
elemental stiffness

x. Store the local axis in the end configuration n+1r to be used in the next increment
(d) END DO

2. END DO
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